Senate Votes For Holidays

By DAVID CRAGGSHEAD

The legislature passed a bill Monday setting high-speed limits that indiscriminately use red lights across the state. The legislation, introduced to the Senate this week, would cap the maximum speed at 70 mph on all highways and interstate routes.

Governor White has not yet said whether he will sign the bill. His office has not commented on the proposal.

The bill, which passed 34-0 on the Senate floor, would allow local authorities to increase the limit to 75 mph in certain areas. The bill would also create a task force to study the impact of high-speed limits and recommend changes, if necessary.

The legislation is intended to address concerns about traffic safety and congestion, as well as the economic impact of high-speed limits on state and local economies.

A spokesman for the governor said no decision has been made on the bill. The spokesman added that the administration would consult with various stakeholders before taking any action.

New York's Second Avenue Just Another Snowy Sidewalk

Normally teeming with traffic, New York's Second Avenue counted fewer vehicles than usual Monday as the city's snowstorm brought to a standstill the usual bustle of a large city.

The snow, which started Sunday night, continued through Monday, making travel difficult for many commuters. The new snowfall, coupled with the previous storm, has created a layer of snow on the streets.

Despite the weather, some businesses were open, including restaurants and a few shops. However, many residents stayed indoors, enjoying the quiet and the chance to relax.

Nixon Declares He Won't Budge On Berlin Visit

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Richard Nixon on Monday declared he would not budge on his Berlin visit, saying he would not let the Christmas holiday season pass without visiting the outlying German capital.

"I don't think the Bolshies would mind," Nixon said. "I think they would be flattered by the recognition of their existence in the history of mankind."

The president, in a press conference at the White House, also announced that he would not extend his three-day stay in West Germany to include a trip to East Berlin.

Travel Ban Draws Slap From U.S.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. government on Monday slapped a travel ban on East Berlin, saying the city had failed to comply with international obligations.

The action was in response to an East German demand that the U.S. government recognize East Berlin as the capital of the German Democratic Republic.

The travel ban, effective immediately, affects all flights to and from East Berlin.

New Kidneys Available

Two young Oklahomans were given kidneys Monday by the National Kidney Foundation of the Oklahoma City Metropolitan Area.

The operation, performed by Dr. Louis S. Rubin, and Dr. Charles B. King, was successful. The recipients, identified only as "John" and "Jane," were reportedly in good health and expected to return to normal activities in six to eight weeks.

Finch Backs 'Cigarette 'Ban"

WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican Senator William Finch of Oklahoma has introduced legislation that would ban the sale of cigarettes.

"Cigarettes are a dangerous and addictive product that should not be available to our children," Finch said. "I am committed to protecting our young people and I believe this legislation is a step in the right direction.

The legislation, which is expected to be introduced in Congress, would ban the sale of cigarettes to anyone under the age of 18.

Oil Lawsuit Shift Sought

The Inland Waterways Federation, a trade group representing shipping companies, is seeking to shift the burden of a lawsuit over oil spills to the companies involved.

The federation argues that the companies involved should be held responsible for the spills, rather than the shipping companies.

The lawsuit was filed by the states of New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut, which have accused the shipping companies of causing the spills.

Gas Blast Lawsuit

It's $600,000,000 Win

By R. A. GAFFNEY

A gas blast in a New Jersey factory killed 12 workers on Tuesday, sparking a $600 million lawsuit.

The blast, which occurred at a plastics company in Newark, caused a massive explosion that killed 12 workers and injured several others. The company, which specializes in making plastic products, was closed indefinitely.

The lawsuit was filed by the workers' families, who are seeking damages for medical expenses and lost wages.

The company's insurance policy was not sufficient to cover the claims, so the workers' families are seeking additional compensation.

The trial is scheduled to begin in March.
Legislator Hits Harris Over Sentencing Bill

Awrite writer, and freedom of speech, is now under attack by the state. The state is using its power to silence the truth and limit the right of people to express their opinions. It is a violation of basic human rights and it must be stopped.
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Hawks, Doves Keep Johnson In Tug-Of-War
Acheson’s Change Of Heart Hit President Hard

Dr. NiadahおよびDr. Lawrence Stern は、ジョンソン大統領を再びティグ・オブ・ワーラーに保持するためのハawksとDovesの間の意見を分かっている。Achesonの心の変化は大統領に打撃を与えている。

Travelers Hale On Horsemeat
Travelers Hale is concerned about horsemeat in their products. They believe it should be avoided.

Negligence Bill Boosted
A negligence bill has been boosted by the situation.

Dr. Steppen Wolf
Dr. Wolf has clues on hearts.
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THREE-TIME TREATMENT COURSE
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MENS Complete GYM and Health Club
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TWA presents a tour of its tours.
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The things we’ll do to make you happy.
**Someday We’ll Go Back, Alaska Pioneers Declare**

LBJ Terms Chicago’s Riot ‘Tragic, Horrible’

Reforms Seen As Result

**HUMPTY'S SUGAR 'N' SPICE BAKERIES**

**WISH YOU A LOVABLE VALENTINE'S DAY**

**VALENTINE COOKIES**

JUST FOR YOUR SWEETHEARTS!

- **59¢**

**CUPIDS SPECIAL**

LOVES DELIGHT CUP CAKES

- 6 FOR ONLY 59¢

**VALENTINE CAKES**

YOU WILL LOVE THESE BEAUTIFUL HEARTS THROB

**GLAZED DONUTS**

- 49¢

**GULF STATES**

USA'S MOST POPULAR MEAT

- LUMS HOT DOGS
  - 35¢

FAMILY NITE IS TONIGHT

- ROAST BEEF DINNER
  - $1.30

8000 S.E. 15th Midwest City
4716 S.E. 29th Del City

America’s most widely read magazine

**The Oklahoma Journal**

**Caf Opening Leaves Nothing To Be Desired**

**Kids Enjoy Art Show ‘Happening’ Too**

**'Cannonball' Swings Out**

**Does Your Child ‘Like’ You?**

A rebellious son may be trying to “get even” with his father by red or forced termination. A teen-age daughter who “loves” could be pursuing her mother. These are typical methods young men use to “get back” at parents. There are many more.

Every parent should be aware of these techniques and know how to handle them. Read this article next week. Dr. Rebecca Lawrence has much to say on these subjects.

For instance, the son would not make an effort to get back at his mother without a reason. The mother has to think of ways of handling the situation. The son could simply be a child who has had a hard time.

For example, the son might have been a child who had a hard time with the mother. The mother needs to think of ways of handling the situation. The son could simply be a child who has had a hard time.
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Editorials

Hickel's Spots Unchanged

Former Interior Secretary Hickel had a few words for the oil industry. "I'm not here today to make public an adversarial speech," he said. "I'm here to improve the quality of the American public service." Hickel's appointment was made by President Eisenhower, and he was confirmed by the Senate.

Easing Handicapped's Burden

Bacon supported a bill that would have expanded the education and medical services available to handicapped individuals. The bill, sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy, was passed by the Senate and sent to the House for further consideration.

State Editors Say

Mr. Nixon, And The Draft

The editor of the Oklahoma Journal, Mr. Nixon, has raised questions about the draft. He argues that the draft is outdated and unjust.

Quotes

- "The man who waits until the last minute to do his homework is the one who gets his homework done." - Robert G. Spivack

- "How dumb is the man who says, 'I don't understand' when something is explained?" - Joseph Brodsky

Harris Boosts Bargaining

Governor Harris has proposed new legislation to improve the bargaining process for state employees. The legislation, which is currently under consideration, would require both parties to present their best offers, and would ban the use of "take-it-or-leave-it" tactics.

One of the next 50 drivers coming your way is drunk.

But which one?

The world is full of drunk drivers. It's estimated that at least 10% of all traffic accidents involve alcohol. In 1983, more than 20,000 people were killed in alcohol-related traffic accidents.

Safety experts agree, Oklahoma's new drunk driving law must be enforced. Tell the governor what you think.

* 2 Through Flights. * Save $19.00 on Standby Flights. * 7 Day 4-Way Family Plans.
Kansas Trims Pokes, 45-41
Second-Half Spurt By Jays Too Much For Shorter OSU

Tar Heels Breeze
Colorado Thrashes Oklahoma

Hurricane Still 11th In Ratings
Hockey Refs Must Be Young, Wise

Creighton Tomahawks OCU, 94-80
Vince Says Packers Will Climb Again

Maravich Gets 66, Tigers Bow

Guthrie Blunts Titan Rally

Jays Snap Late Tie, Win, 59-51

Seagren Eyes 18-Foot Level

Ex-Steelers Aide Hired For 'Skins
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Fourth-Ranked Wildcats Win

James Pin AF, 88-67

Bears Still No. 1 Despite Setback

It's Lamarle in Feature At Oaklawn
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Chartter Flights
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Jockey Tries Again

Snow Shuts Stock Marts
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Clara Belle Purvis

Funeral Pending
Girl Escapes, Captor Killed

Groundbreaking Set For Freedom Center

Can't Refuse Pay Raises, Salons Told

Phillips: Directors Recommend Split

A.F.L. Officials Say Plan Will Work

I'll Take My Own Money, Says Official

Ripon Dine-in, Stir in Ripon

30th Birthday Party Planned
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WHAT IS THE MOST WANTED FEATURE ON A COLOR TELEVISION?

AFT
(Automatic Fine Tuning)

Why? Most TVs require too much adjusting between stations. Eliminate this with a Curtis Mathes A.F.T. model. Automatic Fine Tuning does exactly what it says... locates and locks onto the best color signal on every channel... instantly! Just set it and forget it... A.F.T. not only tunes the color picture, but keeps it tuned as you change from channel to channel.

Genuine Pecan or Maple Stereos

With Genuine Pecan or Maple Cabinet and featuring: AM, FM, and FM-Stereo Radio... 4-Speed Record Changer... two 3½ inch Treble Speakers, perfectly matched for full range reproduction... 100 Watts Peak Output... Diamond needle and 45 RPM Adaptor... Radio and Record Changer located in easy sliding drawers...

Genuine Pecan or Maple Cabinet, Model 44M187 (Pecan) or 44M207 (Maple).

Your choice of Early American or Contemporary styles

Automatic Fine Tuning... Hardwood Cabinet... Frieze Area Chisels... with 25,000 watts power... 3-stage I.F., Keyed AGC, and Power Transformer... all assuring you of good reception under any conditions. Foam and Bonded 255 Sq. inch picture tube. Free installation and service. Bayonet ground grid tube... warranty... 7-inch Dual Cone speakers, with Alaco Magnet. Model 32M614 (Maple) or 32M604 (Walnut).

$468

$299

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 SOUTH WESTERN
CE 2-2461 • OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9 • SUNDAY 1 TO 7
CONVENIENT TERMS • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING